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IntroductionIntroduction::

■ Pythagoras:  (500 B.C.)Pythagoras:  (500 B.C.)

This is the only mathematics we shall use.This is the only mathematics we shall use.

2 2 2a b c+ =



■Nature of LightNature of Light  
      James Clerk Maxwell: (1831-1879)James Clerk Maxwell: (1831-1879)

In 1873, published his description of In 1873, published his description of 
electric and magnetic fields and their electric and magnetic fields and their 
interrelated nature:  interrelated nature:  

    Light is an electromagnetic wave!Light is an electromagnetic wave!→



■■ Maxwell’s Equations:Maxwell’s Equations:
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And the Lord said:And the Lord said:
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And there was Light!And there was Light!
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Problem:Problem:    The speed of light does The speed of light does notnot  
      depend on the frame of reference.      depend on the frame of reference.
■ Some scientists were convinced that Some scientists were convinced that 

Maxwell’s additional term was not quite Maxwell’s additional term was not quite 
right, and tried to fix it….unsuccessfully.right, and tried to fix it….unsuccessfully.

■ Einstein felt that Einstein felt that maybe Maxwell was maybe Maxwell was 
rightright, and that the speed of light was , and that the speed of light was 
independent of the frame of referenceindependent of the frame of reference..
Ramifications though are very strange!Ramifications though are very strange!    

■ Michelson-Morley experiment (1887) Michelson-Morley experiment (1887) 
killed the idea of a luminiferous ether!killed the idea of a luminiferous ether!



Einstein's ApproachEinstein's Approach
In 1905, at the age of 26, Albert Einstein, 
a patent clerk in a governement office in 
Bern, Switzerland, published his 
revolutionary "Special Theory of 
Relativity".

The strange concept of space and 
time which he developed arose from 
assuming that:

• The speed of light has the same 
value when measured by any 
observer in a uniform relative 
state of motion.

• No state of (uniform) motion is 
any more basic than any other.  
All are equally significant.

.



PredictionsPredictions
■ Time DilationTime Dilation
Consider two people:  Consider two people:  One on the earth
And one on a spaceship moving with a 

velocity of 240,000 km/s with respect to the 
earth (velocity of light is 300,000 km/s).

Woman on spaceship constructs a clock out 
of a light and a mirror.  

Light is 4.5 m from mirror.



Time Dilation (contd.)Time Dilation (contd.)

• Light takes (2 x 4.5)/300,000,000= 30 ns to
    go to mirror and back (15 ns to mirror).

4.5 m

Direction of Motion



Time Dilation (contd.)Time Dilation (contd.)

From earth’s point of view, if light 
    propagation was like bullets moving with
    conventional kinematics, spaceship
    would have moved a distance of 
240,000,000 x 15 ns = 3.6 m during this time.
  By Pythagoras, speed of light would be given 
    by:                       ns ~ 384,000 km/s

4.5 m

3.6 m

2 24.5 3.6 15+ ÷



Time Dilation (contd.)Time Dilation (contd.)
• Einstein’s method:  Speed of light relative
  to earth-bound person is:  300,000 km/s. 

 

•Ratio of sides (right-angle triangle) must be (Pythagoras again):  5:4:3.

Thus, 300,000,000 x T = (5/3) x 4.5 ,          so  T = 25 ns

That is, person on earth measures 50 ns 
whereas person on rocket measures 30 ns.  

 The moving clock runs slow! ie  Time Dilation!

240,000,000 x T

300,000,000 x T

4.5 m



■ Now, rotate “clock” on Space Craft:Now, rotate “clock” on Space Craft:
Again, we’ll throw some Again, we’ll throw some lightlight on the subject: on the subject:
Space Craft person turns his mirror clock 

system by 90o.  The clock still beats at 
33,333,333/s for length = 4.5 m.

    
  

T = 2 x 15 = 30 ns  for   L = 4.5 mT = 2 x 15 = 30 ns  for   L = 4.5 m

L



Earthbound Observer's View:Earthbound Observer's View:

        LL

    Motion of craft:Motion of craft:

L  L  
  Light signal pathLight signal path

                T=TT=T11+T+T22= 83.3 ns !!!   Problems!!= 83.3 ns !!!   Problems!!

vT1

vT2

300,000,000 x T1

300,000,000T2

Earthbound observer still sees clock moving: 
but now, moving in same direction as rocket!



Length Contraction Length Contraction 
(Lorentz-Fitzgerald Contraction)(Lorentz-Fitzgerald Contraction)

Earth has to measure a unique time for 
rocket's clock!!  Solution comes in 
recognising that Earth's measurement of 
L in the direction of motion is shorter by 
the same factor that time measurements 
are lengthened!  The factor = 

This changes 83.3 ns to 50 as required!
  (And the time measure is independent of angle)
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Ramifications:Ramifications:
• Observations made within each reference
 system must be internally consistent,
 though different from those made in other
 systems!
  -Speed of light is an ultimate speed!

• Clocks in moving systems run SLOW!

• (Longitudinal) Lengths in a moving system
    are CONTRACTED! (=Lorentz contraction)



Trip to 4Trip to 4thth Planet of 55 Cancri Planet of 55 Cancri



Where is 55 Cancri?Where is 55 Cancri?



•Trip to 4  th Planet of 55 Cancri (in Cancer),  
  ~ 41 light-years away from Earth, using 
our spacecraft with v = 240,000 km/s.
Earthbound observer:  
Sees craft with v/c = 4/5 taking 
41 / (4/5) = 51.2 years to get there! 

Travelling observer is  “time-dilated”: clock runs 
slow (factor = 3/5).  She finds it only takes 
0.6 x 51.2 = 30.7 years to travel there.
But distance between Earth & Cancri is “Length 
contracted”, only 41x3/5 = 24.6 light-years apart.
     Both results are internally consistent!!



Consider the CLOCKSConsider the CLOCKS
•  Spaceship passed Earth at Noon on NewSpaceship passed Earth at Noon on New

Year's day, 2500.  Both clocks wereYear's day, 2500.  Both clocks were
synchronised as the two pass.synchronised as the two pass.

•  Spaceship passes 55 Cancri in Feb., 2551,Spaceship passes 55 Cancri in Feb., 2551,
as shown by clock on 55 Cancri (whichas shown by clock on 55 Cancri (which
is synchronised with Earth's).is synchronised with Earth's).

•  55 Cancri inhabitant looks at Spaceship's55 Cancri inhabitant looks at Spaceship's
clock as it passes and sees: Aug., 2530.clock as it passes and sees: Aug., 2530.

              Correct, she says!Correct, she says!   ( (Moving clock is slow!)Moving clock is slow!)
•  Spaceship's pilot looks at 55 Cancri clock asSpaceship's pilot looks at 55 Cancri clock as

they pass and sees Feb., 2551!! they pass and sees Feb., 2551!! 
PROBLEM!! PROBLEM!! Cancri moving Cancri moving > > Should be slow!!Should be slow!!



•RELATIVITY OF SIMULTANEITYRELATIVITY OF SIMULTANEITY::    
• HOW DOES ONE SYNCHRONISE CLOCKS

at  both Earth and a planet at 55 Cancri?
- Carry a clock from one to the other? (Watch for Time Dilation)

     --BETTER METHOD----BETTER METHOD--
- Set off an explosion at mid-point and set clocks to same

value when the light reaches each.  
     This will set a little light on the subject!

• Both earthbound observer and the one on 
55 Cancri detect the pulse of light 

41/2 = 20.5 years after the explosion. OK!



-SPACECRAFT'S OBSERVATION--SPACECRAFT'S OBSERVATION-
•From Spacecraft’s point of view:

55-CancriEarth

cT1cT2

vT1vT2

Earth-Cancri Separation = 24.6 lt-yr
See that light pulse gets to 55-Cancri before it 
gets to earth, due to motion of each to left.
Thus, clocks are NOT synchronous for them!

Calculation:        Cancri’s clock hit 54.7 years
 before Earth’s!  (Spaceship time)

⇒



CLOCKS (again)CLOCKS (again)
Spaceship's point of viewSpaceship's point of view

•  As spaceship passes Earth, it sets itsAs spaceship passes Earth, it sets its
clock to Noon, New Year's Day, 2500.clock to Noon, New Year's Day, 2500.

•  They know that Cancri's clock is They know that Cancri's clock is NOTNOT
simultaneous, but is simultaneous, but is ahead by 54.7 years.ahead by 54.7 years.

•  The time taken for 55 Cancri to reach them isThe time taken for 55 Cancri to reach them is
30.7 years.  Thus, “elapsed” time 30.7 years.  Thus, “elapsed” time 
is 54.7+30.7 = is 54.7+30.7 = 85.4 years.85.4 years.

•  BUT: These moving clocks are slowed.  TheyBUT: These moving clocks are slowed.  They
only display 85.4 x 0.6 = only display 85.4 x 0.6 = 51.2 years!51.2 years!    OK!OK!



RELATIVITY OF SIMULTANEITYRELATIVITY OF SIMULTANEITY

If two events occur simultaneously in the If two events occur simultaneously in the 
Cosmos for some specific observer, they Cosmos for some specific observer, they 

will will NOTNOT be simultaneous to another  be simultaneous to another 
observer moving with respect to the first.observer moving with respect to the first.

SPACE <->TIMESPACE <->TIME
The degree of non-simultaneity depends The degree of non-simultaneity depends 

BOTHBOTH on the relative speeds of the on the relative speeds of the
 two observers  two observers ANDAND the distance the distance

 between the two events.   between the two events.  



Strange TimesStrange Times
Spacecraft's Pilot leaves Earth when 25 Spacecraft's Pilot leaves Earth when 25 
years old. He arrives at Cancri at age 55 years old. He arrives at Cancri at age 55 
and arrives back on Earth at age 86.and arrives back on Earth at age 86.

His son on Earth was 5 years old when His son on Earth was 5 years old when 
spaceship left, and is 56 years old when spaceship left, and is 56 years old when 
his father reaches Cancri.  When the father his father reaches Cancri.  When the father 
returns, son is returns, son is deceased deceased (age= (age= 108 years108 years).).
In fact, pilot's In fact, pilot's grandsongrandson  is is 83 years old 83 years old on on 
grandfather's return!!  grandfather's return!!  (Twin Paradox)(Twin Paradox)



Experimental VerificationsExperimental Verifications

•Time Dilation:
   -Transverse Doppler Effect:   Ives and 

Stilwell Experiment
   -Particle Lifetimes:  (eg. Muons)
   -Twin Paradox:
      >Atomic clocks in airplane 

(Haefele & Keating)
      >Muons in circular orbit (Bailey et al.)
•Relativistic Kinematics: Triumf particles! 
             









•Supernova: 1987aSupernova: 1987a
Although the light left there 167,000 years ago, it only reached earth in 1987!

Consider three anthropologists in Africa, Art, Bob and Carol, finding 
the skeleton of an early homo sapiens which was 167,000 years old. 
 

Imagine the following conversation:

•Art: This chap might have been sleeping in the
      middle of the night when the supernova blew up!

•Bob:  I was thinking he might have been just 
    coming back to his camp at nightfall! 

•Carol: And I was thinking he was just leaving in
    the morning to go hunting!



Supernova: 1987a (contd.)Supernova: 1987a (contd.)

And they could all be correct!!



Reading List:Reading List:
•Scientific American (Sept. 2002), p. 46 (Paul Davies)

•Mr. Tompkins in Wonderland:  George Gamow

•Paul Davies: ABOUT TIME: Einstein's Unfinished Revolution

•55 Cancri:  http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/
  headline_universe/exoplanet_june_2002.html&edu=mid

•Supernova 1987a:  National Geographic, May 1988


